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Sexually explicit photo distributed to students in mass email

SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

An email featuring profanity and a picture of a topless woman was sent to Baruch students under the guise of being an official Office of Student Life email. A school official claimed no student data was compromised.
BY NOAH FLEISCHMAN

BUSINESS EDITOR

An explicit message and photo were emailed to Baruch students that appeared to originate from the Office of Student Life on Nov. 8. The content of the email consisted of an image of a
topless woman, with a link to an external website that appeared in inboxes at 10:27 a.m. The email’s sender was titled as “Baruch Student Life: On behalf of Adeline” and was addressed to
studentlife@baruch.listserv.cuny.edu, which seemed to match the address OSL uses to send mass emails. But the email appeared to be sent from a Brazil-based web address.
“An immediate investigation into the matter has been launched and is ongoing. At this point, we can confirm that no personal information or student data has been compromised,” said
Suzanne Bronski, Baruch College director of public relations, in a statement to The Ticker.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Men's soccer wins the 2018 CUNYAC Championship

‘Baruch Bash’ could be 21+ only
BY SHEIK FLORADEWAN

NEWS ASSISTANT

This year, the Undergraduate Student Goverment is considering making “Baruch Bash,” an annual end-of-year party that is usually open to all
students, only open to students aged 21and up. This is because in previous years, underage students have shown up to the Bash drunk and in
certain situations had to be taken out in ambulances.
During the Oct. 16 senate meeting, Executive Vice President Emma
Jorgensen, who is in charge of planning this year’s Bash, explained that
the event was originally for graduating seniors aged 21 and over but USG
opened it up to all students a couple of years ago to be more welcoming.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

BPAC meets the Seven Deadly Sins
BY STACY KIM

STAFF WRITER

WWW.ATHLETICS.BARUCH.CUNY.EDU

Representing the Seven Deadly Sins, Words on the Street had its world
premiere at the Baruch Performing Arts Center from Oct. 26 to Nov. 4.
“To be sure,” poet Anna Rabinowitz writes in the program, “the Sins
have been in our midst since human beings first appeared on earth. At
present, however, they seem to have extended their influence and power
… resulting in frightening, dangerous threats to the democracy we cherish and to the civility and decency in which we have taken pride.”
Words on the Street, a collection of poetry adapted into musical theater, symbolizes human nature, based on sins.

Baruch's men's soccer will participate in the NCAA Division III Tournament because of their win. Read more on page 13.
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Sexually explicit message distributed via Baruch email accounts
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
The same day, OSL and Art King,
vice president of student affairs and
dean of students, sent out a statement that said the email “was not
sent from our account or from Baruch College, and we deeply regret
the situation.”
“It took us some time to ensure
who all were compromised — students, faculty, staff — and whether
other systems were affected as a result,” King wrote to The Ticker. “After our checks and balances, thank

goodness, no other systems or student personal information were
impacted.”
An investigation opened into
the matter, but there is little information on how student information was accessed, or on who is responsible, as of press time.
“We continue our investigation
to get to the bottom of this,” King
said.
The emails were deleted from all
accounts later in the week. This is
in accordance with Baruch’s email
policy, as well as Microsoft’s rules

If students have any
questions or concerns
about the email, they are
encouraged to contact the
Office of the Dean of Students
at deanofstudents@baruch.
cuny.edu.

for administrators using their software.
Baruch’s website states that by
using the college email, students
consent to CUNY accessing their
emails for administrative, compliance or other purposes.
While administration believes
no student information was compromised, whoever sent the email
had the ability to message all student accounts.
It was not disclosed in any statement whether or not there will be
security changes to prevent this

from happening again, or if the
perpetrator could send additional
emails to accounts. Until the investigation finds an answer, it is yet to
be decided whether or not students
will have to make changes to the security of their accounts.
“Baruch College remains committed to providing students with
a safe environment,” King stated.
If students have any questions or
concerns about the email, they are
encouraged to contact the Office of
the Dean of Students at deanofstudents@baruch.cuny.edu.

F.U.S.I.O.N. tests students' appetites for exotic and unusual foods
BY SHERON VIRANI

COPY EDITOR

It was an atmosphere of pure
adrenaline, commotion and fun
at “Fear Factor VII: FUSION’S Inferno” hosted by F.U.S.I.O.N. and
the Undergraduate Student Government on Nov. 6 in the Multipurpose Room. Members from various
Baruch College clubs competed
against one another in a contest
that consisted of eating unusual
food items, ranging from exotic animals to insects.
The inspiration behind this
year’s event was the video game series Mortal Kombat.
The contest started off with 10
competing teams. Each team was
assigned a judge and consisted of
four participating members.
To be declared a winner, a team
member had to empty the dish
and swallow the food assigned in
that round.
The first round started off with
a “blood pudding” made up of
stewed pork cooked in pork blood.
Alpha Phi Omega finished this
round first, followed by a member
from the United Chinese Language
Association team. Kunal Saini, a
finance major and junior, who participated in the first round, shared
his experience.
“I actually loved it. I would definitely eat it again,” Saini said.
Saini said he joined the competition because “the members
at FUSION asked me if I would be
interested in participating since
they needed a team member and I
stepped up to the opportunity.” He
continued, “I am so glad I did because that was a lot of fun.”
Saini was not the only one who
enjoyed the first round. Sophomore Sean Lau, a F.U.S.I.O.N.
member, also spoke highly of the
first item. “It was really delicious.
That’s why it was for the first round

AYSHA EMAN | THE TICKER

AYSHA EMAN | THE TICKER

Baruch students from various clubs and organizations form teams to compete in F.U.S.I.O.N.'s annual contest, in which the first person to eat the exotic dish wins the round.
I guess, but I loved it,” Lau said.
Each consecutive round became
a little more difficult for the competitors.
The second round consisted of
team members eating stinky tofu.
This time again, APO won the round
and F.U.S.I.O.N.’s efforts were declared incomplete because their
team member could not finish the
plate. Lau, who participated in the
second round and had to eat the
tofu said, “I liked the stinky tofu too.
It must have been the good quality
tofu because I enjoyed it.”

Before the contest proceeded to
its third round, there was a surprise
performance by F.U.S.I.O.N.’s modern dance team CONFUSION. The
dance team performed a sequence of
synchronized dances to famous pop
songs that got the audience dancing
and energized.
After the performance, the event
resumed for its third round, during
which the team members had to eat
a bird’s embryo.
The winner of the third round was
unclear as multiple teams finished
the delicacy around the same time.

During the entirety of the event,
the crowds continued to cheer from
the side.
The team spirit was evident
throughout the event as club members from the audience encouraged
their peers to beat the other competing teams and win the contest.
The fourth round consisted of
the teams eating bitter melon. Like
its name suggests, this food item
was extremely bitter and proved difficult for many members to finish.
The fifth and final round required club members to eat silk-

worms. The silkworms were neither
appealing in appearance nor taste,
and in comparison to the other
dishes, the silkworm was the one
that faced the most aversion. The
teams that made it to this round
were UCLA, APO and the Vietnamese Student Association.
The APO team member succeeded in finishing the silkworm
before the other teams and won the
final around.
The entire team was declared
the winner of “Fear Factor VII:
FUSION’S Inferno.”
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Underage drinking may force
‘Baruch Bash’ into a 21+ only affair

BY GABRIELLE HUEZO

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
However, because of how many
ambulances have been called to
Bash within the first couple of
hours every single year, it is now
an issue that has been taken on by
members of CUNY Legal, who feel
the need to intervene since they
are liable for the safety of students.
Jorgensen said in an interview
with The Ticker that after she heard
CUNY Legal wanted it to be for students 21 and above, she brought
the idea to the senate.
“The reaction was really negative because we’re spending student activity fees, so it needs to be
open to all Baruch students, like,
that is the definition of the student
activity fees,” Jorgensen said.
Although Jorgensen does not
know the exact reason why Bash
was opened up to all students,
she assumes it had something to
do with the fact that financing the
event used “a good portion of the
student activity fees — renting
the spaces normally cost $30,000,
maybe more, so in order to do that
it should be open to as many people as possible.”
With Bash being a Baruch tradition, Jorgensen said that everyone
looks forward to this event. She
added, “There are some sophomores on the table and people in
my Bash committee who are not
21, so if they planned Bash, they
would not be allowed to go.”
The table suggested various
ideas, such as having a “Baby
Bash” or using the CUNY database
system to verify a person’s age so
students do not use fake IDs. Dakshatha Daggala, chair of clubs and
organizations, had asked in the
meeting if USG can make Bash a
non-alcoholic event, to which Jor-

NAACP speaks on voter
disenfranchisement
STAFF WRITER

SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

Underage students attending "Baruch Bash" intoxicated pose a liability to CUNY.
gensen said no, “because the problem was the pregaming.”
After the Office of Student Life
saw the reaction of the table, they
had another meeting with USG
and said they will revisit the issue.
As of right now, OSL is speaking
to CUNY Legal about whether to
keep the event open to all students
or to make it an age-restricted event
instead. There is no definite answer

yet as to whether or not it will be
for students aged 21 and above, or
if USG and OSL will not allow alcohol at the event so all students can
attend.
Jorgensen put the planning for
Bash on hold as USG is still waiting
for an answer from CUNY Legal.
The Ticker reached out to CUNY
Legal and OSL but neither have responded to requests for comment.

The night before the midterm
election, an event in the Newman
Library Building was held titled
“Defending Democracy and the
Right to Vote.”
Janai Nelson, associate director-counsel for the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People legal defense and
educational fund, spoke about
the challenges and privileges of
voting.
Nelson began by stating that
the U.S. government isn’t perfect,
but one must remember that it is
still one of the most democratic
governments in the world.
“The idea of a government
by and for people remains very
much alive in the United States,”
Nelson said.
However, she continued by
saying that our democracy is
currently under attack. The Voting Rights Act of 1965 prohibited
states from implementing discriminatory voting requirements
such as a poll tax and literary
tests.
However, in Section 5 of the
act, the provision that requires
states to get federal approval or
“preclearance” before making
changes to voting requirements is
no longer in effect.
Since Section 5 was dropped in
2013, 24 states have enacted new
voting laws, such as ID requirements.
States like North Dakota even
require a street address to be on
the ID. This disenfranchises a majority of homeless people and Native Americans, who often don't
have street addresses on their
IDs. Nelson added that practices

like gerrymandering are huge acts
of voter oppression because when
the government can essentially
draw lines that lessen the impact
of voters, it defeats the notion
that politicians should be chosen
based on their character.
Then, Nelson talked about citizens who are left out of the voting process. The idea that someone who has been convicted of
a crime can never vote again is
unfair, Nelson said, and the prison system has become a system
of mass incarceration of black
and brown people and the government essentially erases them
from the community.
“It is these very voices that did
not succeed in society or who society failed who we need to hear
from most urgently,” Nelson said.
“… It’s no accident that voter ID
laws require showing of picture
IDs that white people are more
likely to possess.”
While Nelson remained optimistic throughout her speech, she
made sure to discuss the issue of
white supremacy toward the end.
Nelson mentioned the tragic
hate crimes that occurred recently in Kentucky and Pittsburgh.
Two black people were fatally
shot in a Kroger grocery store and
11 people were killed at a synagogue in Pittsburgh.
Nelson said in spite of this, she
still has a lot of hope for America.
She said America is going through
hard times, but the NAACP has
dealt with hard times before, and
all that can be done is move forward.
“[The midterms] will mark the
first election in which a majority
of eligible voters are millennials.
This group is also the most diverse
group of voters,” Nelson said.
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CUNY Login promised to make
our lives easier, but it hasn't

H

ow do you access your school information online? It’s simple.
For class assignments, just go to the CUNY Portal website. Enter
your username, password and log in. You will be redirected to
the Citizen CUNY website, in which you’ll click to open Blackboard and
enter a different username and password on the CUNY Login website.
To add classes, you’ll have to go to the CUNYfirst website, log in with
your credentials and you may arrive at another login page, with the title
Oracle on top. Don’t try to log in with Oracle, because it won’t recognize
your information. Just go back a page, log in again on the CUNYfirst
login page, and now you’ll find yourself on the CUNY Login website.
Just one more login, and an error page will occasionally pop up. Finally,
a click on the student center option will have you ready to sign up for
classes. It’s all a bit much.
Almost a year and a half ago, in June 2017, Baruch College announced the introduction of CUNY Login into the online process as
a way of streamlining the login process to CUNYfirst, Blackboard, DegreeWorks and other important services. An email from Arthur Downing, vice president for information services at Baruch, promised, “Once
fully realized, this upgrade will mean fewer usernames and passwords
to remember.”
If it is, indeed, fully realized, the service has not done what it was
intended to do. If Baruch is still waiting for an update to the service, it’s
time to move forward or get rid of the site altogether. CUNY Login has
only complicated matters.
When reached for comment, Downing responded, “The University
is moving toward using the CUNY Login as the authentication method
for all CUNY systems. So, yes, there are plans to build and improve the
process,” but did not offer what the timeline was. When questioned further, he stated, “I am not aware of a formal project plan or timeline from
the University, but I know that it is one of their priorities.”
Seventeen months after the initial announcement of CUNY Login,
accessing online class information has not gotten easier. CUNY should
either progress the implementation of CUNY Login or it should remove
the site from being part of the login process. Even though CUNY Login
does make staying signed in easier — sessions last longer, and a closed
window will not preclude students from getting back to what they were
doing with relative ease — the minor benefits are not enough for the
extra stages of inconvenience.

Voting should be more convenient

I

n the age of Trumpism, discussions of the once-stuffy midterm elections have moved beyond the realms of upper-crust bars and college quads, and into the kitchens, subway cars and sidewalks of the
average American. With an estimated 113 million votes cast on Nov. 6
and some key race wins eked out by just a few percentage points, it is
clear that democracy is alive and kicking in America.
What is curious about this election, however, is the unprecedented
interest businesses had in voting. Most did not actively try to sway the
vote by endorsing candidates, though some companies did do that.
However, from Lyft offering reduced-fare rides to the polls to Facebook
urging its users to get to their polling place, companies were invested in
seeing consumers do their civic duty.
Patagonia Inc. and ModCloth modified store hours to allow employees time to vote. Companies like Tarte Cosmetics and Shake Shack
offered incentives for people to get out and vote. Why are companies
marketing voting better than the actual U.S. government? Whether it’s
for good publicity or genuine company policy, the fact remains that
these companies made it easier to vote on Election Day than the government did.
The U.S. government must make it easier for people to register to
vote, get to their polling places and know exactly who is on the ballot.
It’s the government’s job to do this — it's not up to private companies.

KEVIN VALDEZ | THE TICKER

Midterm election results spark
hope for ‘blue cure’ to Trumpitis

O

n Nov. 6, U.S. voters elected
politicians for federal, state
and local offices.
The 2018 midterm election results may abolish the us-versusthem mentality driven from the
nasty plague coined as “Trumpitis.”
Democrats needed 23 seats to
secure their House of Representatives majority, and they received
more than that. These winners included the youngest woman elected to Congress, as well as the first
Native American and the first Muslim women elected.
There should be no excuse now
for Democrats to not deliver on
their promises of investigating the
cheeseburgers out of President
Donald Trump, repealing inefficient tax plans and initiating the
Medicare for All proposal. Unfortunately, moderates and progressives in the Democratic Party
bicker over whether Nancy Pelosi
should lead them as speaker of the
House or not. This better not be
another Democratic civil war before the 2020 presidential election,
especially when Democrats gained
House seats in toss-up states.
Republicans maintained their
majority in the Senate, actually gaining seats. Mitt Romney,
snubbed of Trump’s secretary of
state seat and beaten by Barack
Obama for the presidency in 2012,
finally joined the big leagues as a
senator of Utah. Maybe his Trump
snubs will fuel an “anti-Trumpub-

lican” agenda, or foster the bipartisan voice the party desperately
needs.
Here in “Blue” York, incumbent
Democrat Andrew Cuomo followed in his father’s footsteps and
secured a third term in the gubernatorial elections against Republican Marc Molinaro and other minority party candidates.
Molinaro, the Dutchess County
executive, did articulate impressive
credentials. His plans to reform the
Metropolitan Transit Authority and
create more programs for the disabled were not that bad for a New
York Republican candidate.
The undoing of Molinaro came
from missed opportunities to campaign and a dead-or-alive platform
by failing to alienate himself from
his shrewd, Cuomo-christened
nickname, “Trump Mini-me,” despite Molinaro not even voting for
Trump. If he did not stand up for
himself then, he could not be trusted to stand up for New York.
Cuomo has the potential to do
more. In all of people’s anger over
MTA troubles and renaming the
Tappan Zee Bridge, New Yorkers forget his efforts to enact gun
regulation, a $15 minimum wage,
paid family leave and free college
tuition. This has maintained New
York core values and immunized
residents from Trumpitis.
Incumbent Democrat Sen.
Kirsten Gillibrand unsurprisingly
secured her seat against Republi-

can Chele Farley, a private equity
executive.
While Republican Farley hoped
to regain New York tax dollars from
the federal government, she forgot
how the progressive tax system
works. Unless she magically implemented a new system, subsidizing
less affluent states remains the cost
of being in the union. Farley’s race
was a lost cause from the start.
Despite criticism regarding
populist rhetoric and reckless abolitionist U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement initiatives, Gillibrand’s James Zadroga 9/11 Health
and Compensation Act, Medicare
for All, STOCK Act and Niagara
Falls Air Reserve Station funding
proves her continued engagement,
reminding New Yorkers why she
deserves her U.S. Senate seat.
Democratic Public Advocate
Letitia James will shine more as attorney general than the opponent
she beat, Republican bankruptcy
lawyer Keith Wofford. James’ commendable record of protecting
residents’ rights and pragmatic
plan to create an independent attorney general’s office are essential
for ending Albany corruption and
possibly prosecuting Trump for tax
evasion.
Overall, whatever encouraged
this voting surge must continue for
future elections.
-Pabvitraa Ramcharan
Political Science ‘21

FDA doesn't take opioid crisis seriously
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L

ast week, despite warnings,
the Food and Drug Administration approved a new
opioid painkiller drug called Dsuvia, which is 10 times more potent
than fentanyl. Opioids are a class
of drugs that stem from the opium
poppy plant.
These drugs act in the nervous
system, producing feelings of
pleasure and slowing down neurons’ ability to send pain signals.
There are legally prescribed opioid
drugs such as codeine, fentanyl
and oxycodone. But there are also
illegal opioid drugs that exist,
such as heroin.
These drugs are highly addictive because the amount of dopamine they release is extremely
high. Currently, the United States
is facing an opioid epidemic. Over
the years, deaths related to this
class of drugs have skyrocketed.
In 2017, nearly 72,000 Americans
died from opioid drug overdose.
If current levels are already doing so much damage, what hap-

pens when Dsuvia is added to the
mix? The government cannot even
control the epidemic, and it seems
like it is just allowing the problem
to get worse.
Many hold the position that
the drug should not have been approved. The chair of the FDA advisory committee, four senators
and the senior adviser of Public
Citizen’s Health Research Group
criticized the FDA, urging the organization to deny the approval of
Dsuvia until the Drug Safety and
Risk Management Committee is
able to assess it. But the FDA still
went ahead and approved it.
The FDA states that it is taking
steps to prevent the drug from being abused. Restrictions such as
only certification to use Dsuvia
in medically supervised settings,
inability to use at home, unavailability in pharmacies and singledosed packages are all precautions that can aid the situation.
However, all of these restrictions
are deeply flawed.

A staff member with access to
Dsuvia can steal the drug and distribute it to the masses. Some doctors could illegally prescribe this
drug.
The drug could fall into the
wrong hands and be mass-produced by criminals. People all
over the world already have far
more than enough evidence conveying controlled substance abuse
in the past.
Dsuvia needs to be recalled
and banned for medical use on
American citizens. People having
access to this drug is something
that will continue expanding the
opioid crisis in the United States. It
is unclear how many more deaths
it will take for the FDA to realize
this. The government already lost
most of its control of the problem.
There is no reason to continue
adding fuel to the fire instead of
putting it out.
-Garrett D. Greene
Marketing ‘18
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Baruch students can
Uncle Sam enables Saudi Arabia's
print from their phones human rights violations in Yemen
THE USG REPORT

RADHIKA KALANI

O

ur first order of business:
You may have noticed
that the Newman Library
Building is under construction. As
mentioned in a previous report,
there will be scaffolding from the
second-floor atrium all the way
up to the ninth-floor skylight for
the next eight to 10 weeks to fix a
leak in the skylight. Due to the decrease in the number of standing
computer kiosks, there are longer
lines. However, the good news is
that there are ways to print outside
of using the limited standing kiosks in the library.
You don’t need to use Baruch’s
computers to print out your documents. Simply go to “https://
printing.baruch.cuny.edu/user”
on your laptop, and you’ll be able
to put in a queue for any documents you need under the “Web
Print” tab. This is a great feature
because you can upload documents from any place on or off
campus, then go to any printer on
campus, swipe your ID and print
out everything in your queue.
If you don’t have access to a
laptop, that is perfectly fine. You
can print directly from your Android or iOS device.
First, make sure you’re connected to Baruch Wi-Fi. Once your
Excel, Word or PDF document is

open, open the print menu, then
select “AirPrint” and the appropriate printer and you’re done! Make
sure to go to the right printer.
In order to print from an Android, you’ll need to download
the “Paper Cut” software from the
Play Store. On Baruch Wi-Fi, click
on the application and make sure
mobile print is “on.” Then select a
printer, open your document and
print.
There are printers available
in the Newman Vertical Campus across from the elevators on
the second floor, in the club suite
on the third floor and in several
rooms on the sixth and seventh
floor computer labs. The exact
room numbers for these labs can
be found on Baruch’s website under the search term “Student Computing Lab Listing.”
The Undergraduate Student
Government is working with the
dean of the library, Arthur Downing, to get more printers on different floors of the NVC so students
don’t need to run back and forth
from NVC to the library building
to print.
All the instructions for printing
are on the BCTC page on Baruch’s
website. You’ll be seeing more
marketing throughout Baruch for
wireless and mobile printing. The
flyers will have instructions and
other links made available through
QR codes. Let’s work together to
ensure that the construction goes
smoothly and that we adapt by
making use of the technology at
hand.
Radhika Kalani is the president of
USG. She can be reached at radhika.kalani@usgbaruch.com. Her
office is located at 3-272 in the
Newman Vertical Campus.

T

here is a genocide going
on in Yemen. Over 18,000
Saudi-led airstrikes, bombing markets, funerals, mosques,
hospitals and school buses have
plagued the country since the
start of the conflict leading to the
deaths of more than 57,000 people
according to a report by the Armed
Conflict Location and Event Data
Project, known as ACLED.
Saudi blockades have prevented food and medicine from reaching those in need. This is not some
unintentional effect of the blockades, but a weapon of war. Before
the crisis, Yemen imported somewhere between 80 to 90 percent
of its food. An estimated 7 million
are malnourished, while at least
another 8 million are close to starvation in Yemen.
Since April 2017, the total of
suspected cholera cases through
September 2018 reached over 1.2
million, which is staggering considering it’s a very preventable
and, if untreated, fatal disease.
UNICEF’s most recent report
showed that over 22 million are in
need of humanitarian assistance
as of September 2018. Yemen’s
population is about 28.5 million.
The Saudi-led coalition against
the Houthi rebels in Yemen has
been going on for three years. Yemen is one of the poorest countries in the Middle East and yet it
has been caught in the middle of
a proxy war between Saudi Arabia
and Iran.
While there is no doubt that
the Saudis are responsible for
their indiscriminate bombings of
Yemen, they do have a weapon
that happens to be the strongest
military on the planet. The United
States is supplying the Saudis with
more than just the planes and

bombs that say “Made in the United States,” used to massacre the
Yemenites. Training, intelligence,
logistics and mid-air refueling are
just some of the ways the United
States is actively facilitating this
genocide. The military-industrial
complex that former President
Dwight Eisenhower warned us
about is showing its ugly face. The
saddest part is that the Trump
administration is the only global
player that can actually put an end
to this conflict, and it doesn’t appear all that interested.
We could easily put a stop to
the greatest humanitarian conflict on the planet if we stopped
sending repair parts to the Saudis. The Royal Saudi Air Force is
completely reliant on U.S. parts
as its fleet consists of mostly U.S.made F-15s fighter jets, Apache
helicopters and Tornado aircraft.
The RSAF would be grounded
instantly if we stopped repairing
and maintaining its aerial fleet.
Here’s a radical idea — immediately cut off all arms sales to
the Saudis and place sanctions on
them for human rights violations.
This is the only leverage that the
United States needs to resolve this
conflict. Germany has already announced that it will suspend arms
sales to the Saudi kingdom until further notice but its dent will
barely be felt.
If the United States followed
suit, this would instantly have tangible effects on the war. Despite
Trump claiming that the Saudis
would just turn around and buy
weapons from China or Russia, it
truly is not that simple. The fact
that we have been sending weapons to Saudi Arabia for years actually puts us in a much stronger
position than advertised. You can-

not simply put Chinese parts into
American F-15. Bombs bought
from Russian to continue this onslaught are not compatible with
U.S. aircrafts. This actually gives
us a chance to grab the Saudis by
the ear and halt all further bombings of Yemen without directly
threatening Saudi Arabia.
Sanctions against Iran are
deemed reasonable, sanctions
against North Korea seem to be
no cause for concern, sanctions
against Russia are not even debated, but sanctions against Saudi
Arabia seem to always be off the
table. With the Royal family being
worth well over a trillion dollars,
it’s obvious why Trump is so cozy
with them. Money is the motive,
but money cannot excuse the Saudis from the atrocities that they
are participating in or the U.S. for
endorsing them.
If the United States were serious about human rights, it would
take at least one of these steps.
Instead, it seems more likely that
corporate profits of the militaryindustrial complex and Saudi
lobbies have taken priority and
are the main culprits of pursuing,
supporting, endorsing and sponsoring the slaughter in Yemen.
This is yet another reason why
money needs to be removed from
U.S. politics, but that appears to
be a longshot. For now, vote Saudi
Arabia off the U.N. council of human rights to send a message and
suspend all arms shipping and
force the Saudis to a sit-down. If
not, sanctions must be set. There
are ways to end this senseless
proxy war, but the United States
has refused to even try.
-Pat Sikora
Journalism ‘22

Race can't be ignored: Affirmative
action corrects America's past sins

Trump's toxic rhetoric
encourages violence

n mid-October, Harvard University faced a lawsuit from the
Students for Fair Admissions
regarding racial discrimination
against Asian-Americans during
the admissions process. According
to the United States Department
of Justice, “Harvard has failed to ...
show that its use of race does not
inflict unlawful racial discrimination on Asian-Americans.”
Harvard and many other universities are justified in using race
and affirmative action in their admissions process. Race is a part of
a person’s identity and neglecting
that would treat each and every
person as if they were the same,
which is never the case.
According to an NPR article,
statistics were a driving force in
this trial. Initially, SFFA’s attorneys
placed the blame on recruitment
members and a Harvard program
that sends recruitment letters to
high school students. Harvard’s
policy states that Asian-Americans
who live in rural areas and white
males need a PSAT score of 1370
and 1310, respectively, in order
to receive a letter. Attorney John
Hughes stoutly defended SFFA,
stating, “That's race discrimination
plain and simple.”
Harvard Dean of Admissions
William Fitzsimmons upheld the
policy. Fitzsimmons argued that
Harvard’s policy intends to attract
people who reside in rural areas
who would not have initially considered applying to the school.
However, this policy is not used
once students become applicants.
SFFA also argued that the university should not consider race
in its admissions process. Harvard
rebutted the claim and argued that
adopting SFFA’s method would
decrease the quality of incoming

resident Donald Trump’s
rhetoric has greatly affected
the United States and fueled the angry fire deeply buried
in many Americans. His elaborate
ways of persuading the public into
consuming his political rants have
caused many politicians and news
outlets to receive backlash. It was
rather recent that Cesar Sayoc sent
pipe bombs to Democratic politicians and their families, including
the Obamas, Clintons and even
CNN's New York office.
According to The Guardian,
Trump’s divisive speech has led
some Americans to resolve their
problems in violent ways. In effect,
the use of his dangerous rhetoric
has obviously caused high-staked
panic.
Trump’s rhetoric has not only
impacted America but also the rest
of the world. For example, in 2017,
when the London Bridge was attacked by terrorists, the president
resorted to using social media to
take credit for isolating Qatar instead of giving credit to the Saudi
Arabian government.
Additionally, with this misconception, he engaged a social
media battle, making lackadaisical comments against London
mayor Sadiq Khan after the attacks. Trump’s immediate resort to
tweeting his opinions has caused
more foes than needed. In addition, it is a perfect example of the
“America doesn’t want to lead,”
message, said by John McCain.
Other foreign countries have
also used Trump’s presidency as
a prime example of creating laws.
For example, in Egypt, new “fake
news” laws were passed that criminalize the spreading of false information, as reported by Politico.
Furthermore, there have also been

I

students.
“It’s possible to still get a diverse
class without considering race, especially if Harvard increased its
‘tip’ for applicants of low socioeconomic status,” SFFA said.
Although Harvard’s policy is
controversial, its application rating
system was the face of the trial. SFFA’s analysis revealed that AsianAmericans consistently perform
better in both academic and extracurricular areas, but they perform
poorly in comparison to other ethnic groups in what Harvard calls a
“personal score.”
Former CNN legal analyst Shan
Wu stated that Harvard consistently “scored Asian-American applicants lower for characteristics
like likability, courage, integrity.”
Wu referred to her “one definition
of racism” as “when you imply
personality characteristics or behavior characteristics to a person’s
physical appearance that goes to
the heart of a racist belief.”
When SFFA’s experts limited
their analysis to only include students who scored high, the differences in the personal scores became wider.
“The magnitude of racial preferences is quite large,” said Duke
University economist Peter Arcidiacono. Arcidiacono also conducted the plaintiff’s analysis.
In a graphic made by SFFA,
17 percent of the overall AsianAmerican applicants received high
personal ratings, while 21 percent
of the overall white applicants received high personal ratings.
David Card, a University of California Berkeley economist and expert witness for Harvard, said that
the university has a limited number of seats for first-year students
each year.

In the case of supply and demand, Harvard raises the “price,”
or makes the cutoff score high, in
order for students to be admitted.
Card’s analysis revealed that being
Asian-American does not have an
effect on students’ chances of getting in to the college.
A key factor in supporting affirmative action is that it fosters
diversity. Having a diverse student
body increases empathy and compassion and widens students' understanding of the world. According to the National Conference
of State Legislatures, supporters
of affirmative action state that it
helps people who are underrepresented in the U.S. population. Minorities who apply to colleges or
universities have increased due to
affirmative action programs.
Graduate students also benefit
from these programs. They claim
to be better off economically in
comparison to graduate students
who did not attend colleges or universities that did not enforce affirmative action.
Affirmative action policies
“compensate for centuries of racial, social and economic oppression.” This is a strong argument,
considering the fact that the majority of minorities have had to
struggle to pursue their dreams.
Therefore, critics of Harvard’s
admission policy are wrong in saying that race should not be included in its admission process. Race
will be an essential characteristic
that will always be a part of a person’s identity. Needless to say, it
should be taken into account in
any application, whether it be for
college or future endeavors.
-Brandon Tingle
Financial Mathematics ‘21

P

many government operations constructed to hinder free press and
increase rates of censorship. For
instance, in Vietnam, a news outlet called Tuoi Tre was fined and
suspended. Similarly, authorities
raided Forbes offices in Kazakhstan and detained four journalists
from a news website called Ratel.
kz for a short time. As Trump’s slogans continue to spread internationally, it will only be a matter of
time before violence occurs.
The Nigerian army has used
Trump’s rhetoric as a justification
for their actions when it came to
killing protesters from the Islamic
Shiite activist group who were
throwing rocks at them. The Nigerian government stated that it used
Trump’s response to the military’s
deployment toward the migrant
caravan as means for killing the
more than 40 protesters. As NPR
quoted from Trump, “They want
to throw rocks at our military, our
military fights back,” referring to
migrants.
The Nigerian government took
this statement literally. Also, according to The New York Times, the
Christian south of Nigeria appreciates Trump’s “straightforwardness” when he talks and voices
his negative views on Islam. Even
though Trump did make a comment stating that Nigerians would
not leave America to “go back to
their huts in Africa,” there are still
many who support him.
Ultimately, it would have been
silly to think that one Twitter account could do this much harm,
but in 2018, it is a real and damaging issue that has affected the
United States and other countries.
-Alison Lui
Accounting ‘22
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Business
Commercial rent control bill aims to protect small businesses
BY ESTELLE SAAD

SENIOR STAFF WRITER
The New York City Council proposed a bill aimed at protecting
small businesses, which will create
a commercial rent control. A common problem many small business owners have is being faced
with extreme rent hikes following
the expiration of their leases, often
forcing them out of business. This
policy is the city’s response to soar-

ing vacancies in retail chain stores
in recent years.
The proposed bill, named the
Small Business Jobs Survival Act
would give small business owners
more rights during lease negotiations, entitling them to the right to
binding arbitration if new lease
terms are contested. The bill had a
hearing in front of the City Council
recently.
Though supporters of the bill
feel that it would decrease the

number of empty storefronts by
keeping more in business, opponents of it think that the new measure will result in even more empty
storefronts.
Critics claim that the new bill
would make landlords less likely to
rent out to non-established businesses, which could be forced to
renew leases at cheaper prices
and are not guaranteed rent. Critics also warn that the bill will stunt
economic growth by getting rid of

JULIAN TINEO | THE TICKER

In its current proposal, SBJSA will create protections and regulations during negotiations between landlords and businesses.

profit for landlords. It may also lead
to disinvestment and physical degradation of these properties.
SBJSA would require landlords
to offer a minimum 10-year lease
renewal to commercial tenants
that have behaved according to the
guidelines set in the bill, including
paying rent on time. It would also
give tenants the decision of whether they will renew the lease or sign
for a shorter term. There are concerns that the bill could actually
drive the cost of commercial rents
up and that the arbitration process
might actually help landlords more
than tenants.
Washington Heights Councilman Ydanis Rodríguez reintroduced the bill, which has been introduced in different forms since
the 1989s, into the City Council
in March. The bill is sponsored by
25 council members, which is one
short of the majority needed for it
to pass into law.
Supporters of the SBJSA showed
up for the City Council hearing
last week, setting up a display of
a “graveyard” of small businesses
that “died” due to the rent pressures they were faced with. Opposers came in blue hats reading, “Vote
No on Commercial Rent Control,”
which is how many perceive the
bill is doing.
Critics of the bill say that commercial rent is skyrocketing in New
York and the city government has
no place in the matter. Protesters
argue that the market regulates
itself and the businesses that cannot stay afloat under their new rent
conditions are unable to do so because of problems with their busi-

ness, competition and changes in
demand. Additionally, as the bill
is written, the legislation suggested would apply to all commercial
lease renewals including big businesses.
Adding to the controversy of the
bill, it is uncertain whether or not
the city has the power to implement it as law in the first place.
The New York City Bar Association released a report in September saying that though the bill
doesn’t provide a rent cap, it does
limit building owners’ rights on the
space that they claim is essentially
rent control. To bring this matter
under its control, the city would
have to declare it an emergency,
showing that high rents were stopping access to necessities, which is
not the case.
The decision about this bill is
being watched by many other cities with retail vacancy problems as
brick-and-mortar stores continue
to fall due to the rise of e-commerce. First introduced in 1986,
this is the bill’s 12th hearing in the
City Council.
As it stands, the SBJSA must be
amended before it can be put to
vote by the Council. The Council
will continue to edit the bill’s legal
and logistical specifics.
After the Council committee
reviews and revises the bill, it is
given to the speaker to approve and
then put to a full vote. If SBJSA gets
to that point, it will be given to the
mayor to sign or veto it, and Mayor
Bill de Blasio has voiced many concerns about it. He fears that housing development, for example, will
be stalled by it.
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A Financial Briefing by Baruch College’s Investment Management Group

O

ctober was a turbulent
month as the stock market
faced major headwinds
that brought down all three major
indices for a second time this year.
The S&P 500 fell close to 10 percent correction territory at -9.25
percent before closing the month
at -7.23 percent.
Though some components of
the Dow Jones Industrial Average,
such as 3M and Caterpillar Inc.,
reported disappointing earnings
and gave gloomy guidance, the
overall index held up much better
than its counterparts.
The strength of the rest of the
components, such as UnitedHealth Group Inc., McDonald’s
Corp., Caterpillar Inc. and Apple
Inc. neutralized the weakness. It
was down -8.23 percent before
recovering to close the month as
-5.77 percent.
The worst performing index
was NASDAQ 100, as it crossed below the 10 percent correction territory at -12.28 percent before recovering and finishing the month
at -8.78 percent.
The China trade war rhetoric
from Vice President Mike Pence,
rising yields, suspected peak earn-

"As the economy marches
ahead, firing on all cylinders,
concerns are being raised
over a possibly overheated
economy and its
implication on what the
Federal Reserve’s monetary
policy is."

ings growth and profit-taking
kicked off the initial sell-offs, with
disappointing earnings reported
by major technology companies
exacerbating it further.
_________________________

F

rom a macro perspective, the
United States posted a strong
economic report with third
quarter initial gross domestic product reading coming in at 3.5 percent,
driven by consumption.
The unemployment rate hit
a 49-year low of 3.7 percent and
the monthly year-over-year wage
growth came in at a nine-year high
of 3.1 percent as the labor market
continues to tighten.
As the economy marches ahead,
firing on all cylinders, concerns are
being raised over a possibly overheated economy and its implication
on what the Federal Reserve’s monetary policy is.
The Fed announced three rate
hikes so far for this year and if the
economic indicator continues to
print strong numbers, the United
States could potential get another
rate hike announcement in December because of inflation fears.
Currently, the CME Fed Funds
Future is pricing in a 76.6 percent
probability of a 25-basis-point rate
hike during The Fed’s December
meeting, which will raise the funds
rate to a range of 2.25 percent-2.50
percent.
Oil prices dropped significantly over the month. The U.S. West
Texas Intermediate benchmark fell
13.27 percent and the international
benchmark Brent crude oil fell 11.19
percent from an $86 per barrel high
at the beginning of the month to a
seven-month low of around $75 at
the month’s end.
This drop was primarily due to
U.S. stockpiles increasing for the

sixth week straight given the expectation for an inventory drawdown
because of falling Iranian crude oil
exports following the reinstatement
of sanctions.
_________________________

E

xxon Mobil Corp. saw its stock
price jump after posting its
highest third-quarter profits
in four years, and seeing revenues
rise 57 percent.
Chevron Corp. also saw its stock
rally after posting a positive quarterly results, including setting a new
daily barrel production record of
about 2.9 barrels, and nearly doubling its production in the Permian
Basin.
_________________________

U

nitedHealth, one of the
largest healthcare providers in the United States
posted impressive earnings with
earnings per share beating by
3.91 percent and revenue exceeding consensus expectations by
12 percent.
UnitedHealth also raised guidance for fourth quarter 2018, citing
synergies in Optum as a primary
reason.
Despite the positive earnings,
the stock dropped down 4.12 percent, reflecting the cautious attitude currently surrounding the
markets. Johnson & Johnson, the
largest drug manufacturer in the
S&P 500 reported its EPS beating
expectations by 0.02 percent, and
revenue growth of 3.5 percent.
The company cited a robust
pharmaceutical growth of 6.7 percent, which was slightly offset by
the floundering medical device
segment shrinking 0.2 percent.
________________________

B

oeing Co. reported strong
EPS and revenue, growth
which came in above consensus and raised guidance for the
fourth quarter.
The company showed 12 percent growth in its Boeing Global
Services and Space & Security segments, making up for declining
commercial aircraft sales.
Boeing’s performance indicated that tariffs have not impacted
all manufacturers. This was further
supported by the fact that “tariff”
was never mentioned during its
earnings call.
3M told a very different story
with third quarter EPS missing estimates by 4.65 percent, revenue
shrinking by 0.2 percent, and guidance being lowered for the future.
Reportedly, the implementation of tariffs reduced earnings
by 15 cents per share, and 3M
management stated future product pricing will offset the higher
material costs. Despite tariff impacts, 3M’s main setback were the
headwinds from currency volatility, which resulted in a 1.7 percent
reduction in revenue.
_________________________

F

acebook report beat EPS by
19.10 percent but missed on
revenue growth. The metrics
currently catching investors’ eyes
are revenue growth as well as daily
and monthly active users.
Some see slowing the revenue
and user growth as an indication of the company reaching
its maturity, which could signal
rough roads ahead for the social
media giant.
Alphabet Inc., the parent company of Google, beat EPS by 25.5
percent, but like many other companies this earnings season, it fell
short on revenue growth.

"October was a turbulent
month as the stock market
faced major headwinds that
brought down all
three major indices for a
second time this year."
Alphabet cited growing traffic
in total searches, YouTube engagement and cloud services.
The GOOG stock reported large
growth internationally as well as
domestically. U.S. revenues were
up 20 percent year-over-year;
Europe, Middle East and Africa
revenues were up 20 percent yearover-year; Asia-Pacific up 29 percent versus last year and Other
Americas were up 19 percent yearover-year.
_________________________

B

lackrock Inc., the world’s
largest asset manager, beat
its EPS estimates by 10.10
percent, but missed its revenues
by $60 million. In the third quarter, the asset manager posted its
first net capital outflow since 2015,
announcing a $3.14 billion exodus, compared to its last quarter’s
inflow of $20 billion.
The vast majority of this outflow
was corporate and not individual
investors, signaling that companies
are reconsidering their cash investments as a rising interest rate environment seemingly approaches.
Blackrock declined 30 percent from
highs earlier this year.
By Sean O'Dea and Tenzin Thinlley
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Hacking conference reveals vulnerabilities in voting machines
BY PAT SIKORA
STAFF WRITER

In a competition held at the
DEF CON Hacking Conference
in Las Vegas, an 11-year-old boy
managed to hack into a replica of
Florida’s election results website in
under 10 minutes.
One of the most recent additions to the hacker conference
— the Voting Machine Hacking
Village — demonstrates how the
voting system in the United States
can easily be exploited, which has
prominently been brought to light
during the height of the 2016 election. At the conference, more than
30 different types of voting machines are given to attendees, who
are given free rein to try to hack the
systems. All models hacked were
machines that are currently used
across the United States.
J. Alex Halderman, a professor
of computer science and engineering at the University of Michigan,
displayed a vulnerability of the
voting system on the second day of
the conference. After purchasing a
Diebold AccuVote-TS voting machine on eBay, Haldmeran demonstrated how easily a hacker could
introduce malware into the outdated systems in order to change
the results.
It may have been easy to breach
the systems because they’re running on software that Microsoft
has not released a security update
for in over 10 years. These same
outdated systems and machines,
Halderman demonstrated in his
presentation, were used in over 18
states for the 2016 elections and

may have been used in the 2018
midterm elections.
But what Halderman failed to
demonstrate was how easily these
votes could be altered without having to sneak malicious hardware
into a system.
A simpler attack on the AccuVote-TS machine that Halderman infected with malware was
also shown at the conference. Using nothing more than a Bic Cristal — an inexpensive, disposable
ballpoint pen — to pop open one
part of the computer and reinserting it and hitting “OK” or “cancel”
on a couple of error codes gave the
hacker administrator access, which
could be used to alter votes. In this
way, the machine was hacked in
only two minutes.
The average voter takes about
six minutes to cast their votes, so
the simple, two-minute method
demonstrates how easily and
quickly someone could hack a
voting machine within the time it
takes to vote on Election Day.
Some voters are losing confidence in the system. Voters can
no longer assume that by casting
a ballot, their votes will be carried
out with security. The solution
seems bleak, as many of these machines are operating with systems
that are well over 10 years old in
many states.
An entire system overhaul
might be needed, but this doesn’t
appear likely. In August, both
the House and the Senate voted
against measures that would have
appropriated $250 million for election security grants to states.
A solution that is somewhat
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At the world’s largest hacking conference, hackers tooled with voting machines to showcase how simple it is to hack an election.
implemented but not entirely efficient is a paper trail of votes.
Without a paper trail of each vote,
an auditor cannot check for discrepancies. But not every state has
voting machines that provide a paper ballot, which contributes to the
issue. Another issue is that states

without paper trails rarely audit
them, and paper trails are vulnerable to malware.
While paper ballots are meticulous, they seem to be the only
viable, inexpensive and pragmatic
solution to our faulty voting machines. Another idea that might

be able to mitigate security issues
is mobile voting: Our smartphones
are much more secure than any
voting machine in the United
States and are now being implemented with the help of blockchain for servicemen abroad to
place their votes.

Confirmation bias and misreporting plague psychedelic research
BY HUGH SHIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Following several decades of
pseudoscience surrounding and
impairing the academic understanding of psychedelics, new investigations reveal the medicinal
and therapeutic applications that
psychedelic drugs such as LSD
have to offer.
The science of psychedelics revolves around a categorization of
drugs that evoke hallucinogenic
and psychedelic reactions from the
drug user. While the exact mechanisms of the drugs are yet to be
fully understood, it is known that
they, via the serotonin receptors in
the brain, “induce states of altered
perception and thought, frequently
with heightened awareness of sensory input but with diminished

control over what is being experienced,” as defined by Encyclopedia
Britannica.
While psychedelics have had a
colorful history — well-known for
their popularity among “hippies”
in the 1960s and 1970s — they have
also been susceptible to a history
of misinformation that has served
detrimental to the science of hallucinogenic drugs.
The misrepresentation of psychedelic drugs begins with a wrongful categorization of the drug. According to the Drug Enforcement
Administration, drugs are categorized into five “schedules,” with
schedule I consisting of the most
dangerous drugs that are likely to
cause addiction and excessive dependence. However, psychedelic
drugs like LSD and psilocybin are
acknowledged by experts to not be

addictive. When asked regarding
this miscategorization, the chief of
the Drug and Chemical Evaluation
section of the DEA, Terrence Boos,
concluded that the lack of medicinal value was enough to categorize
psychedelics as schedule I drugs.
Research disproving the medicinal value, however, was not made
available by either the DEA or the
Food and Drug Administration to
coordinate such investigations.
This miscategorization led to
prohibitive policies regarding psychedelic drugs that date back to
former President Richard Nixon’s
war on drugs around the late 1960s.
While Nixon’s aggressive political campaign created a severe,
negative stigma regarding drugs
and is a main factor that contribued
toward the misrepresentation of
psychedelic research, newer in-
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Psychedelic drug research is a fairly new field that has recently gained popularity, yet is already riddled with misinformation.

vestigations proving the beneficial
aspects of psychedelics have called
the DEA’s legitimacy of classifying
drugs into question.
With the legalization of marijuana in over 24 states — even though
the drug still remains classified under schedule I — efforts to move
psychedelics into a lower threat
schedule classification seem futile.
There have only been 39 rescheduled drugs in the history of
the schedule classification system,
five of which were moved from the
schedule I category into the schedule II category. While this brings
the legitimacy of the system into
question, the damage is already
done by labeling psychedelics as
dangerous drugs.
The DEA and FDA’s refusal to
publicize research regarding the
negative impacts of psychedelics and Nixon’s criminalization of
drugs have both contributed to
the misinformation of psychedelics. However, the overall negative
stigma surrounding psychedelics
is not due to the misinformation
itself, but the effects that such misinformation has.
For example, Harvard University professor Timothy Leary was
fired for his Harvard Psilocybin
Project, in which he distributed
LSD, psilocybin and other psychedelics to volunteer students from
1960 to 1962 for the purpose of
studying its effects on drug users.
This is a direct result of Harvard’s lack of information regarding
psychedelics and quick decision to
dismiss the drug as nothing close
to academic but solely dangerous.
What ultimately occurs when negative stigma surrounds lack of information, as we see with Leary’s situation, is a case of confirmation bias,
where people believe a concept or
idea is true on the basis that they
would like said concept or idea to
be true.

The negative image of psychedelics was reinforced due to a lack
of information and political propaganda that instigated a negative perspective of drugs. As Sam
Wong describes this phenomenon
in his article for Motherboard by
VICE, “Moral panic about its effects on young minds was rife. ...
Calls for a nationwide ban soon
followed, and many psychiatrists
stopped using LSD as its negative
reputation grew.”
Confirmation bias is dangerous
because it shields the individual
from being receptive to logic and
reasoning. An example of this was
when it was believed that Stephen
Kessler had murdered his mother
due to LSD use. Following his arrest
in 1966, the front pages of newspapers were full of lines that labeled
Kessler as the “LSD killer.”
It would only be discovered
during the trials that Kessler was
intoxicated on alcohol and sleeping pills during his murder, and his
LSD use dated a month prior to the
incident. People wanted to believe
that LSD was bad because that was
what they were told based on false
information, and thus a vicious cycle ensued in which this misinformation would be spread to others.
Despite its misrepresented history, psychedelic research has
seen a surge of new approaches
as the medicinal and therapeutic
values now include benefits for
anxiety, depression, addiction and
many mental health issues. For
the first time in decades, the DEA
and FDA have approved and are
encouraging further research on
psychedelic drugs.
While it will take time for psychedelics to recover from a history
of misinformation and confirmation bias, the situation will inevitably improve as scientific research
provides more information about
the properties of psychedelic drugs.
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The Seven Deadly Sins threaten BPAC's stage in new musical
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
When an infant is abducted,
the Seven Deadly Sins strive for
power while pandemonium reigns
in a dystopian world teeming with
falsehood and plagued by threat.
The Seven Deadly Sins are played
by Lauren Flanigan as Superbia,
Sumayya Ali as Gula, Paul An as
Avaritia, Caitlin Cisco as Ira, John
Kelly as Luxuria, Paul Pinto as In-

vidia and Adrian Rosas as Acedia.
These characters represent pride,
gluttony, greed, wrath, lust, envy
and sloth, respectively.
Mary Kouyoumdjian, an additional composer for Words on the
Street, said in an interview with the
blog I Care If You Listen that the
set of a semicircular desk — designed by Arnulfo Maldonado —
was inspired by a similar fixture at
the UN summit. The Sins meet at

this diplomatic location.
The choreography, created by
Chloe Treat, is individualized for
each character. The costumes, selected by Alissa Jaquin, are similarly individualized, working as the
first visual cues to immerse viewers
into the story. With the voice of actors and piano music, Rabinowitz’s
words come alive.
Words on the Street delves into
the vulnerability of people that is

JOEL BAUTISTA | THE TICKER

Words on the Street's semicircular desk, designed by Arnulfo Maldonado, is made to resemble a similar fixture from the UN.

weak in front of sin and corruption.
In the poem “Epistle to the Omnivores,” Gula, “never gets her fill /
Too soon, too delicately, too expensively, too greedily, / TOO MUCH.”
Presenting the sin wrath in the
poem “Wrath and Roll,” Rabinowitz
writes, “Of course, I often delicate
in a state of confusion / Especially
when I wildly corrade detritus with
illusion.”
It was Rabinowitz’s decision to
transform her written words into
a hybrid music-theater event, as
she writes: “The Sins needed to be
embodied; the words needed to be
lifted off the page and activated.”
Well-proven, Words on the Street
harmonizes with Matt Mark’s beautifully composed music. His songs,
which expand and empower Rabinowitz’s words, include “Original
Sin,” “Invidia Flips His Id,” “We
Have a Little Sister and She Has No
Breasts,” and “Mortal Portal.” Songs
composed by additional artists include John Glover’s “Great Some
More,” Kouyoumdjian’s “Pleasures
of Plenty,” Lainie Fefferman’s “Call
Me By Your Ira,” and David T. Little’s “Home Fires Burn.”
The parallel between the poetry
and Mark’s music lies in that both
of them are not afraid of exposing
insecurity found in every individual. Kouyoumdjian underlined how
common it is to “see phrases like
‘Disney as fuck’ or ‘porn groove’”
in Mark’s compositions. “In Words
on the Street,” she continues, “he
writes phrases like ‘dark, brooding,
and gnarly, with a late-Germanromantic feel’ and ‘now fight the
sweetness and deteriorate into a
twisted version, like you’re drill-

ing into the wall with your voice.”
Mark’s writing, in a word, is inexorable.
This work of musical theater,
with no doubt, is a copybook landing with an ensemble of splendid
performers who contributed immensely to the success of the play.
In the role of Superbia, Flanigan,
an acclaimed soprano, uses the full
force of her voice while sounding
deep and warm.
The singer has had a 30-year career that included performances at
the Metropolitan Opera, La Scala
and New York City Opera. Cisco,
playing Ira, uses every part of herself to best represent her wrathful
character.
Encompassing topics of power,
complacency and excess, Words on
the Street explores unwanted parts
of the human condition. The more
people turn away from the sins that
they are deeply rooted in, the more
they feel drawn to them.
Through Words on the Street,
viewers inevitably face those sins
that they have tried to look away
from. Rabinowitz writes, “As a
poet obsessed with the question of
‘what-done-it?’, I find myself turning again and again to the Sins for
a better understanding of our contemporary climate.”
Words on the Street creates room
for thinking, political corruption,
climate change and many other issues that all stem from the Seven
Deadly Sins.
The play conveys the idea that
from their beginning, people are
full of sins. The only path to mend
this complication is to realize that
people are powerless to them.

Bohemian Rhapsody is no Freddie Mercury biopic, unfortunately
MIGUEL MODESTO
STAFF WRITER

For almost a decade now, Brian May of Queen has continually
teased fans of the band about the
highly anticipated Freddie Mercury biopic. For years, he’s been
reassuring fans that the film would
depict the reality of everything that
unfolded throughout the band’s
career, and, above all else, be true
to lead singer Mercury’s legacy.
Now that it’s here, after a long and
bumpy road of changing directors
and lead actors, the film lives up to
the band’s legacy, but it doesn’t live
up to Mercury’s.
The film Bohemian Rhapsody
is a one-to-one carbon copy of
every biopic film that has been released in the last couple of years
or so. From humble beginnings to
incredible highs and tragic lows,
audiences have seen it all. The film
fails to prove its originality, which
is sad to say about a film of one of
the biggest bands in rock ‘n’ roll
history. Hardcore Queen fans will
notice the omissions of their trip
to Sun City, Brazil, and Argentina
due to the controversy it brought
to the band in the ‘80s. Not only
that, but the film switches certain

The film has no idea
whether it wants to be a
Mercury biopic or Queen
story. It feels like the latter.
The film barely taps into
Mercury’s outrageous rock
star life that eventually led
to his downfall.

events such as Mercury’s AIDS diagnosis, which in the movie was in
1985, right before their iconic Live
AID performance, instead of 1987,
when it actually happened. As a result of these changes, the film feels
disingenuous to not only the fans,
but to Mercury as well.
The film fails to accomplish
what the fans have been promised:
a biopic about Mercury’s career.
However, lead actor Rami Malek is
one of the few saving graces of this
film, along with the rest of the cast,
who portray their real-life counterparts so well.
Malek puts on a career-defining
performance that makes the film
bearable through its two-hour runtime. The Mr. Robot star has even
been getting Oscars buzz. Although
the performance is great, it’s definitely not Oscars-worthy.
Had it been a real biopic of Mercury’s life, Bohemian Rhapsody
would’ve shown a glimpse of the
nitty-gritty and insane lifestyle the
band lived through — it would’ve
benefited from an R rating instead
of the PG-13 rating it has. There is
no driving motive in this entire film.
The film tries to use the band’s
Live AID performance as its climax,
which just falls flat — even if it does
manage to raise a few goosebumps.
The emotional failing is even further showcased with the film’s failure to portray Mercury in his battle
with AIDS; it’s just mentioned, and
that’s it. It fails to hold any significant weight.
Founding band members May
and Roger Taylor are producers
on Bohemian Rhapsody and had a
huge say in the process of making
it — rightfully so, as it’s their legacy.
It’s a shame, however, that audiences are spoon-fed the things that
the remaining members of Queen
want them to see.
The film has no idea whether
it wants to be a Mercury biopic or
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Rami Malek's career-defining portrayal of Queen frontman Freddie Mercury is one of Bohemian Rhapsody's saving graces.
Queen story. It feels like the latter.
The film barely taps into Mercury’s
outrageous rock star life that eventually led to his downfall. The film
alludes to some of these instances,
but never tackles them directly.
Instead, Bohemian Rhapsody goes
out on a mission to convince viewers why Queen is such an important band, which, in the end, comes
off as pretentious.
The jumble of timing ultimately
causes the movie to feel like such
a disorganized cluster. For a movie that runs for over two hours, it
doesn’t do enough to keep one in-

terested, which shouldn’t be the
case for a story about Mercury.
There are times when the film just
doesn’t do enough to explore who
Mercury was as a person, which
is a shame, because that’s what it
tries to do.
One of the major things a Queen
fan can really appreciate is the
film’s accurate depiction of how
great Mercury was as a musician.
It’s often lost in all the crazy stories
one hears about the flamboyant
frontman, but along with having an
amazing voice, Mercury composed
“Bohemian Rhapsody” and wrote

endearing songs like “Crazy Little
Thing Called Love.” It’s fitting for
this film to give him recognition for
his craftsmanship.
In the end, Bohemian Rhapsody
feels like a typical flavor-of-theweek biopic that fails to live up to
the legacy of the iconic Mercury.
Instead, Bohemian Rhapsody is a
sugarcoated story of Queen, featuring Mercury.
When Mercury was on his
deathbed dying from AIDS, he told
his publicist to never make him
boring. If only he had said that to
his bandmates.
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Disney film captivatingly returns to familiar Nutcracker story
AMY FORD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Walt Disney Studios is famous
for its adaptations and movies of
well-known stories; the release
of The Nutcracker and the Four
Realms should come as no surprise. While keeping some aspects
of the source materials — E.T.A.
Hoffmann’s short story “The Nutcracker and the Mouse King” and
Marius Petipa’s “Nutcracker Ballet” — Disney’s adaption changes a
significant amount of plot line and
some of the important characters
from familiar adaptations like the
1986 film Nutcracker. Audiences
that are coming to the theater expecting a typical Christmas movie
are in for a surprise.
The Nutcracker and the Four
Realms is a darker take on a story
typically appropriate for all audiences. The movie starts off with
young Clara, played by Mackenzie
Foy, receiving a two-part Christmas present from both her father
and Drosselmeyer, her godfather.
In this new telling, the gift is not a
toy nutcracker, but rather a present
that reflects who Clara is and what
she can become. This does, however, lead her to the Nutcracker, who
she learns is a loyal protector and
eventually a friend.
A few other characters in the
realm are introduced as well: the
Flower Cavalier, the Snow Cavalier, Mother Ginger and the infamous Sugar Plum fairy played by
Keira Knightley. Knightley plays
her character in a spectacular way,
bringing life to Sugar Plum in a way
that is over-exaggerated, but in
keeping with the reasonable expectations of a fairy.
Mother Ginger, played by Helen
Mirren, is a dynamic character first
introduced to the audience in a way
that leaves them wondering about
the truth of the real mastermind

behind the problems in the four
realms. The continuation of her
character’s story will have audience
members gasping in their seats.
While the plot of The Nutcracker
and the Four Realms is captivating,
the same can’t be said about its execution. Based on a ballet and as an
adaptation, it's a reasonable expectation that this movie would have a
hint of ballet in it as well.
However, the only dancing
seen is when Clara first visits the
realms, and she is told the story of
the realms’ making and how their
world came to be through a ballet pageant. Other than that, Clara
herself is not engaged in any ballet,
which is a disappointment for fans
of earlier versions. The lack of ballet

takes away the magical, wispy moments of the “Nutcracker” story.
There is barely any magic at all,
for a world in which toys come to
life. The magic stems from magicseeming supernatural beings, as
in the fairies and mice that come
together and build one big mouse.
Magic is a reason for why time is
slower in Clara’s world than in the
realms, but the toys coming to life
is explained through scientific concepts, giving a more modern twist
to the story.
Clara and her mother are both
inventors and engineers, and that
is shown in the movie when Drosselmeyer invites Clara to help him
fix an invention as a small test of
her skills. Clara takes a leap of faith

DIANA SHISHKINA
Alternative and progressive
rock band Muse released its eighth
studio album, Simulation Theory,
on Nov. 9.
Following the success of its
Grammy-winning 2015 album,
Drones, the three-man band decided to produce yet another concept album, albeit one that is more
abstract and futuristic.
One could simply listen to and
watch the videos for the singles
that were initially released —
“Pressure,” “Something Human,”
“The Dark Side,” “Dig Down” and
“Thought Contagion” — to realize
that Muse decided to take on the
concepts of virtual reality, time
warps, parallel universes and perhaps even the extraterrestrial. How
these concepts tie together is open
to interpretation from the listener,
but the album slowly builds a simulated world that seems to suck in
anyone who dares to examine it
too closely.
If there is one thing Muse
should be lauded for, it is the
band’s unique sound, or rather,
combination of sounds. A typical
song by Muse relies heavily on guitar riffs, erratic drum beats and unexpected appearances from other
instruments or sound effects. All
three enhance the words and vocals of lead singer Matt Bellamy.
Muse makes sure to keep its listeners awake and alert by jumping
between musical styles throughout
Simulation Theory.
These styles range from the
indie-sounding “Propaganda” to
the more mellow and introspective “Something Human” to the
hints of pop-punk in “Get Up and
Fight.” However, the sound is never

character who grows into someone
she trusts. But he is not enough of
a major part to her story, considering how crucial he was in earlier
versions.
Most of the critique for the
movie is in the way it lacks the ballet themes and the relationship
between Clara and the Nutcracker.
The overall movie, while lacking a
few details, is interesting and captivating.
While it could have been better
executed, at no point does it make
the audience lose interest in what
is happening to the main character.
For those new to the story of “The
Nutcracker,” this movie is certainly
an entertaining way to be introduced.
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Keira Knightley's over-exaggerated take on Sugar Plum, left, is a spectacular aspect of Disney's latest adaptation, The Nutcracker and the Four Realms.

Muse's Simulation Theory takes fans
into a dystopic, atmospheric world
COPY EDITOR

with her scientific skills and the
probability of them working, using physics to help get her out of a
tricky situation.
If directors Lasse Hallström and
Joe Johnston wanted their film to
be more modern and science-focused, then they should have spun
that idea more into the story.
However, audiences are left
without enough; neither enough
magic nor enough science hold
up the story and give a proper explanation of how the creatures
came to be.
Another interesting creative
choice is not having the Nutcracker
as a main character. The struggle is
focused mostly on Clara with the
Nutcracker used as a background

consistent throughout an entire
track on the album. It is never quite
clear when one song ends and a
new one begins. This conundrum
occurs due to the random style
changes in the middle of the songs
that creates a psychedelic-like effect produced from Bellamy, bassist Chris Wolstenholme and drummer Dominic Howard. As on past
records, Muse lets Bellamy take a
breather to showcase the band’s
musical prowess, most notably
noticed in the long instrumental
sections of “Algorithm” and “Break
It To Me.”
The relationship between instrumentals and vocals has always been unique when it comes
to Muse’s repertoire. Bellamy’s
distinct, soaring croons are the
primary tool the band uses to tell
its story and paint this alternate
reality universe listeners find
themselves in. Bellamy grabs the
listener by the shoulders and pulls
them in with his voice, and one
often feels haunted, seduced or reassured by it, depending on which
track they are listening to.
However, because the backing
vocals and musical accompaniment equally share the stage with
the lead singer, it can be very easy
for the instrumentals to drown
out the vocals, or at least leave
them behind as just a pleasant
afterthought.
While some of the lyrics are
pretty simple and repetitive in Simulation Theory, they should still be
listened to and analyzed thoughtfully if one truly seeks to figure
out what hidden message or story
the album is trying to send. This
is slightly easier to do by listening
to the 10 bonus tracks — most of
them acoustic versions of the main
11 songs — that are provided in the

super deluxe version of the album.
Many of those songs disregard
their artistic sound flourishes and
focus on the stripped-down lyrics
that now yearn for the listener’s full
attention.
Out of the 11 tracks that are
available on the standard version
of Simulation Theory, there are a
few that stand out as either capturing the essence of Muse perfectly
or, otherwise, completely straying from it. “Pressure,” one of the
singles coming from the album,
is reminiscent of the band’s 2006
hit track “Supermassive Black
Hole.” This nostalgic track helped
Muse successfully secure a strong
foothold on the American music
charts. The song’s more old-school
alternative rock feel makes it easy
for a new listener to get sucked in
and explore the rest of the album.
For a more subtle, chilled track
that depicts a dystopian, antagonistic society, the listener should
turn to “The Void.”
The mention of an omnipresent, ambiguous “they” in the track
is a literary tool Muse likes to play
around with, seen in past hits like
“Uprising” and “Revolt.” It is never
clear who “they” are, especially
because “they” seem to transcend
time, space and the numerous
worlds built by Muse albums. The
listener gets the sense, however,
that these omnipresent figures
make up an oppressive, overpowering force that Muse wants the
common person to fight against
and overthrow.
Perhaps “they” will be revealed
someday, but, for now, the listener
is perfectly content with joining the
fight for love and humanity against
darkness. As in every Muse album,
this is the overarching message
Simulation Theory tries to send.

Tarker's Thunderbodies
surreally creates laughs
REUVEN GLEZER
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

What happens when classic absurdity meets the modern conceptions of war? The answer, for playwright Kate Tarker, is Thunderbodies, the latest production from the
boundary-pushing Soho Rep.
Directed with zeal by Lileana
Blain-Cruz, this inferno of a comedy takes the extremes and pushes them in newer — though not
always successful — directions.
Tarker clearly carries on the tradition of playwrights like Bertolt
Brecht, Samuel Beckett and Alfred Jarry but has a very distinctive
voice and a rich talent for worldbuilding.
The setting is America, though
how close it is to reality remains
both clouded in doubt and
trapped in a veil of lucidity.
First and foremost, the production’s dedication to silly stagecraft
is commendable, with everything
from doors that appear out of nowhere to miniature tanks to fully
operated drones being parts of the
design.
Matt Saunders’ quadruplepastel set is a sensory assault that
makes even looking straight something of an exhausting task. It becomes a nice challenge to see if
one can predict from which nook
or cranny the cast may emerge,
and there are plenty of nooks and
crannies. Yi Zhao’s gorgeous light
design adds dimensions to what is
already a multi-dimensional production.
Blain-Cruz’s direction keeps
the ship moving steady. The main
question is, frankly, what kind of
ship this is. It would be reductive
to call Tarker’s play a satire in the
traditional means because it exists

in its own orbit. It is hard to categorize what in the world Thunderbodies is, though a few things are
discernable. It is funny, no doubt
about it. The show takes absurd,
surreal extremes in ways few writers are willing to do nowadays,
in what feels like the ultimate act
of theatrical subversion. It is, in
many ways, a grade-A nuclear
weapon of the masses in all its grotesque glory.
Speaking of grotesque, the
cast meets that requirement
with top marks all around. Deirdre O’Connell is a scene-stealer,
chewing every bit of stage time
she has as Grotilde, who has accomplished her life’s goal of losing those last 10 pounds. Grotilde
oddly reminds of a stereotypical
woman waiting for her man to
return from the war, except Grotilde is much more voraciously
open about her own sexual prowess and desire. She loves General
Michail — played by Juan Carlos
Hernández — who is as pathetic
as can possibly be for a war hero,
as seen when he comes on stage in
his “crab cake” disguise.
A sense of fable-telling worms
its way into this production as the
last soldier, played by Matthew Jeffers, refuses to come from the war,
seeing his life and his existence
as purposeless without perpetual
conflict. It is in this vague state
abroad that he meets the Girl,
played with an anatomical whimsy by Monique St. Cyr.
Their lives become inextricably
linked and forever changed as the
President, portrayed by Ben Horner, hunts them down. Perhaps it is
too early to categorize Thunderbodies, but it is early enough for
everyone to enjoy and gasp at the
horror of it all.
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Beautiful Boy depicts family in throes of son's drug addiction

BENJAMIN WALLIN
There is a tendency for stories
in American independent films
to meander, as they wander from
moment to moment, with no clear
plan of progression. Their promotional trailers can end up seeming
disjointed, as the plot is connected
more so by an idea than by momentum of the story. The question
of these movies is not what happens, but what they are about.
Beautiful Boy — in limited release since Oct. 12 and now open
to wider audiences — is about a
young man struggling with drug
addiction, and his father’s reckoning with the issues.
The film is an adaptation of
real-life events from the memoirs
Tweak: Growing Up on Methamphetamines, by son Nic Sheff, and
Beautiful Boy: A Father’s Journey
Through His Son’s Addiction by father David Sheff.
David is a journalist, who first
put his son’s struggle into print
with the New York Times Magazine article “My Addicted Son.” In
both books, as in the article and the
film, the story is of Nic’s addiction
to crystal methamphetamines and
the damage his struggle brought to
his family — his divorced mother
and father and their respective
spouses, as well as David’s children, Jasper and Daisy.
Nic’s addiction is the kind of
story that could only work in the
format of a feature film if Nic was
a character the audience cared
about, if his story had a strong
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From left, Nic and David Sheff each deal with their own struggle resulting from Nic's addiction to crystal meth.
emotional value. Beautiful Boy is
in a strong position due to its leading actors, with Steve Carell playing the bearded David, bringing
the warmth of his traditionally comedic parts into the parental role,
and with Timothée Chalamet as
Nic, the actor’s disheveled hair and
easy charisma infused within the
role. Nic is a rebel and Chalamet
played a similarly disinterested role
to great effect in the 2017 film Lady
Bird. The brooding that Chalamet
is capable of makes the reveals
of his lopsided smile all the more
valuable.
David is concerned with his

son’s drug use, and his reckoning
tends to be the focal point of the
film. Beautiful Boy opens with a
scene in a scientific office, as David asks about the effects of crystal
meth. Pointedly, he states that he is
there as a father, not as a reporter.
The film does not tend overall to
follow the style of a journalistic
investigation as a way of relating
to the personal. The potential of
telling a story that way might have
been more effective toward showing the message Beautiful Boy
seems to want to tell: It’s hard to
escape addiction.
In Nic’s journey, it is certainly

easy to see his repeated failings or
relapses. He goes clean for months
until the point in which he steals $8
from his half-brother or goes completely off the grid and out of communication’s reach. In his book,
David writes of drug rehabilitation
program success rates: “I am quoted a range from 25 to 85 percent,
but a drug and alcohol counselor
familiar with many programs says
that the figures are unreliable.” He
offers the information a nurse told
him: “‘The true number is in the
single digits,’ she says. ‘Anyone who
promises more is lying.’” Drug use
is a prison for addicts, and it has a

high rate of recidivism.
At one significant moment in
the story, “Sunrise, Sunset” from
Sheldon Harnick and Jerry Bock’s
Fiddler on the Roof is played. The
song is about the aging of children
as seen from the perspective of
the parents — “Wasn’t it yesterday
when they / Were small?” It hits the
right emotional notes and highlights the role of parental responsibility in Beautiful Boy.
As much as the film is about
Nic’s struggles with drugs, it is also
about David’s struggle with Nic,
trying to reconcile his memory of
the kid Nic was — played by Kue
Lawrence, Zachary Rifkin and Jack
Dylan Grazer in flashbacks — and
the troubled young man he has
become.
In “My Addicted Son,” David
writes, “I was bombarded with
advice, much of it contradictory. I
was advised to kick him out. I was
advised not to let him out of my
sight.” The information available
to him is not enough to avoid mistakes, and he tries his best to help
his son return to being who David
remembers — the “Beautiful Boy”
of the film’s title and John Lennon’s
eponymous song. Lennon sings,
“Close your eyes / Have no fear /
The monster’s gone, he’s on the run
/ And your daddy’s here.” If only
David could make Nic’s monsters
disappear.
Beautiful Boy takes its struggles
and its warm characters and brings
them through a meandering process depicting the various problems the Sheff family experienced
on its difficult road. The format
fits the story: Every day, there is
a new struggle and there are new
challenges of resolve. Forward momentum is not a guarantee. Even
as Beautiful Boy is a strong film, it
lacks thematic organization, and its
pacing can be taxing. Ideas do not
necessarily make the best stories.
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The Bearcat Beat:
Men's soccer captures 2018 CUNYAC Championship

WWW.ATHLETICS.BARUCH.CUNY.EDU

The men's soccer team exceeded all of its already lofty expectations by winning the CUNYAC championship this year. They will participate in the NCAA Division III Tournament because of their championship win.
BY MATTEO FLAMIO

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

WWW.ATHLETICS.BARUCH.CUNY.EDU

The Baruch Bearcats men’s and
women’s cross-country teams competed in the Eastern College Athletic Conference Division III Cross
Country Championships in Milton,
New York on Nov. 3.
The women finished in eighth
place with CUNY Athletic Conference champion Wendy Gonzalez,
who placed 22nd overall with a time
of 29:27.7. The men were not able to
place, but they were led by Victor
Carrano, who placed 26th with a
time of 32:37.4.
The CUNYAC Tournament for
women’s volleyball began for the
Bearcats on Oct. 30. Baruch’s very
own Athletic Recreation Center
has been the home to the CUNYAC
Championship Tournament.
The women’s volleyball team
began their playoffs matched
against the College of Staten Island
Dolphins.
The Bearcats controlled the entire match as they cruised to a 3-0
sweep with scores of 25-15, 25-22
and 25-19. Anita Sengara and Katherine Chen both had outstanding
games to lead the team to their
dominant victory. Sengara finished
with 20 kills, and Chen finished
with 28 assists, four aces and three
blocks.

With the victory over CSI, Baruch was locked in as the No. 4 seed
in the tournament.
The next matchup was up against
the top-seeded and defending
CUNYAC Champions, the Hunter
College Hawks. The matchup took
place after a match between the No.
2 Brooklyn College Bulldogs and
the No. 3 John Jay College Bloodhounds, in which John Jay was able
to come out with the 3-1 victory.
In the semifinal matchup between the Bearcats and the Hawks,
Hunter was able to edge out over
Baruch to move on to the CUNYAC
finals. Hunter won by a 3-0 sweep
with scores of 25-12, 25-14 and 2521, in which they tallied 35 total kills
in their dominating match. Baruch
was led once again by Sengara,
who was named to the CUNYAC
All-Tournament Team. Hunter went
on to win the CUNYAC Tournament
once again.
The Baruch College men’s soccer
team is now the CUNYAC Champion after their victory over the College of Staten Island Dolphins.
Their run began after they were
given a bye round in the quarterfinal, after finishing in second place
in the CUNYAC standings during
the regular season.
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Just like that, the Rangers are back in the thick of the Metropolitan Division. Their slow start is concerning, but they have found ways to win as of late, rattling off wins against the Sharks, Ducks and Sabres.

‘We're going streaking:’ Rangers rebound to win three straight
BY FELIX MALAMUD

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

A difficult four-game road trip
could not have started any worse
for the New York Rangers. After getting absolutely outmatched against
the Chicago Blackhawks, en route
to a 4-1 defeat, the Rangers showed
a disappointing effort in a 4-3 loss
to the lowly Los Angeles Kings.
These were not the results that
head coach David Quinn envisioned for his team, as much tougher competition awaited them this
week. They capped off their West
Coast swing with matchups against
the San Jose Sharks and Anaheim
Ducks and capped the week off
with a home game against an upand-coming Buffalo Sabres team.
This was a critical stretch for New
York, as they had an opportunity to
gain some ground in the relatively
weak Metropolitan Division.
First up was a very difficult
matchup at San Jose on Oct. 30
against the surging Sharks. San
Jose started to put together a solid
stretch of wins and points, as its
offense finally began to click. This
was bad news for the Rangers, who
have had difficulties finding consistency on the offensive end.
The Sharks, not surprisingly,
struck first in this game, as star defenseman Brent Burns beat Henrik
Lundqvist with a big shot from the
point 3:22 into the game. Burns became the first Sharks defenseman
to record points in nine straight
games in the process.
But the Rangers responded well
after falling behind early, as they
started to break down San Jose’s
defense. It didn’t take them long to
score the equalizer, as just 59 seconds after Burns’ tally, Mats Zuccarello beat Sharks goaltender Martin Jones from the top of the right
circle. The Rangers outshot the

Sharks 17-6 in the first period, but
the score remained leveled at 1-1.
Neither team scored in the second period, but Lundqvist and
Jones had plenty of work, making
timely saves for their respective
teams to keep the game tied.
The third period was a different
story, with both teams going backand-forth with chances at both
ends. Chris Kreider gave the Rangers their first lead of the game, with
a one-timer just 1:13 into the frame.
But the Sharks found a way to even
things up again, with Timo Meier
blasting a one-timer of his own on
an odd man rush seven minutes after Kreider’s goal. But Kreider was
not done, as less than two minutes
after Meier’s equalizer, he gave
New York the lead.
A defensive breakdown by San
Jose left Zuccarello alone after he
got the puck from Mika Zibanejad
off an offensive zone faceoff. Zuccarello then found Kreider on the
other side of the net, who wasted
no time beating Jones to give the
Rangers a 3-2 lead.
It looked like the Rangers had
this game wrapped up, as they held
onto their lead into the final seconds of regulation. But San Jose’s
Tomás Hertl had other plans. He
muscled his way from behind the
net and found a seam past Lundqvist to shoot through. That was
more than enough to tie the game
with 1.3 seconds to go. The game
went to overtime, where neither
team broke through. Thus, a shootout was to decide this one.
In that shootout, the Rangers had
a chance to win in the third round
after the Sharks failed to score on
all three attempts. Kevin Shattenkirk beat Jones with a perfect backhander to win the game for New
York. Despite some last-second hiccups, the Rangers escaped with a
well-deserved 4-3 victory.

Two nights later, Alexandar
Georgiev and the Rangers were
back in Southern California to take
on the Ducks. Anaheim was playing slightly below its usual game,
with the offense struggling to score
consistently.
The Ducks’ defense, however,
was very sharp, keeping them in
the game. They did, however, enter this game on a six-game losing
streak. Georgiev got his third start
in net for New York.
After a scoreless first period, the
action picked up in the second, as
the Rangers struck first less than
two minutes in, thanks to Kevin
Hayes on the power play.
Ducks forward Ryan Kesler
blocked Brett Howden's shot, but
Hayes was able to corral the deflection and fire it past Ducks goaltender John Gibson for his third
of the season.
Anaheim tied it with a powerplay goal of its own about 10 minutes later, as Jakob Silfverberg
scored on the rebound of a shot by
Rickard Rakell that went off Georgiev's blocker.
But less than two minutes after
that, Howden was left wide open
in front and scored off a pass from
Jimmy Vesey. The goal was set up
when Eric Staal had the puck near
the blue line and found Vesey
near the left faceoff circle in the
Ducks’ zone.
Once again, the Rangers held
a one-goal lead until the final seconds of regulation. Once again,
New York found a way to squander it. With 25.3 seconds to go and
the Ducks having already pulled
Gibson in favor of an extra attacker, Ryan Getzlaf passed the puck
cross-ice through the entire Rangers defense over to the left side of
the net. Rakell was right there and
wasted no time firing a one-timer
past Georgiev to tie the game at 2.

This was the third game in a row
the Rangers allowed a goal in the
final minute of regulation. They
were not as fortunate against the
Kings but got away with it against
the Sharks.
In this game, the Rangers had to
play yet another shootout, as neither them nor the Ducks cashed in
during the five-minute overtime.
New York made quick work, as Zuccarello and Zibanejad scored in the
shootout, while the Ducks missed
both shots. The Rangers escaped
Anaheim with yet another dramatic win, this time by a score of 3-2.
After a successful and dramatic
finish to their road trip, the Rangers returned home for a matchup
against the Sabres on Nov 4. Buffalo started to show signs of progress,
as its young core began leading
the way.
The Sabres dominated the entire first period, outshooting the
Rangers 20-7. They threw everything they had at Lundqvist, but the
veteran netminder stood tall and
stopped every shot he faced.
New York needed to pick up the
pace in the second period, and it
didn’t take the team long to really
get going. In fact, it took just one
minute into the frame to score not
once, but twice. Just 41 seconds
into the period, defenseman Neal
Pionk blasted a wrist shot that
sailed past goaltender Carter Hutton to give the Rangers a 1-0 lead.
Pionk skated from the right point
to the left, completely untouched,
and Vladislav
Namestnikov found him on a
perfect cross-ice pass for the goal.
Only 19 seconds later, Vesey doubled the Rangers’ lead. Howden set
him up with a nifty drop pass, and
Vesey converted on a wrist shot
from the slot.
Lundqvist kept making big saves
in that second period, although he

did suffer a near-scary collision
with Rasmus Dahlin, the first overall pick in June's NHL draft. However, after an extended look from
the trainer, Lundqvist remained in
the game.
New York entered the third period with a 2-0 lead, but the Sabres
were able to slice that in half just
over six minutes in. Conor Sheary
took advantage of a turnover by
defenseman Brendan Smith to pull
the Sabres within one as he scored
off his own rebound.
No lead was safe for the Rangers, especially as the final two minutes approached. But Vesey scored
an empty-netter with 1:51 remaining to give New York a 3-1 lead.
The Rangers needed to maintain that lead, and their defense
was up to the task. Lundqvist finished his best performance of the
season with 39 saves, as the Rangers defeated the Sabres by a score of
3-1 for their third consecutive win.
Despite some late-game drama
on the road, the Rangers were able
to find ways to win, which is an incredibly encouraging sign.
However, their special teams
need to improve, as their power
play has been inefficient, and their
penalty kill has been subpar. Discipline has also been a problem
for New York, as the team has taken some careless penalties at the
wrong time.
This is a rebuilding team, and
mistakes are inevitable. There
is still a whole season to improve, but the current three-game
winning streak is a step in the
right direction.
The Rangers play a home game
against the Montreal Canadiens,
another pleasant surprise in the
Atlantic Division, as well as two
road games against the Detroit Red
Wings and Columbus Blue Jackets
in the coming weeks.
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SIPG inches closer to championship with win over Evergrande
BY WEN XI CHEN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
As Bastian Dankert, the referee officiating the game between
Guangzhou
Evergrande
and
Shanghai SIPG, blows the final
whistle at Tianhe Sports Center,
some SIPG kneeled on the floor in
exuberance and members on the
bench ran onto the field and embraced one another to celebrate
the victory.
With the 5-4 win on the night,
SIPG only needs one point in the
remaining two games to clinch
its first title in the Chinese Super
League. It can finally become the
first team to precede Evergrande
on the CSL table since Evergrande
was promoted from China League
One in 2011.
As admirable and refreshing
as the achievement would be for
SIPG, the slip underscores the already narrowing gap between Evergrande and the rest of the league.
It should already take heed
of the warning signs when, for
the second consecutive season,
Evergrande was eliminated by a
Chinese team in AFC Champions League, the competition that
every top Chinese team sees as a
priority.
It lost to SIPG after a dramatic
comeback in a game that ended in
a penalty shootout last year.
It also lost to Tianjin Quanjian,
another team backed by a rich
owner, on away goals while failing to outscore the opponent at its
clamorous home ground.
On Nov. 3, every factor off the
field, aside from Ricardo Goulart’s
absence, seemed to propel Evergrande to the top of the table.
Evergrande had hoped that the
passionate home fans would help
make the atmosphere hostile to
the away team.
The hierarchy, with the in-

creased prize money close to $2.9
million, added a more tangible incentive for the players to win.
With both teams pressing intensely while in defense, the game
started in a blistering pace and offered both space to attack.
SIPG exploited Evergrande’s
high line not long after the beginning of the game. Lu Wenjun, after
being released by Givanildo Vieira
“Hulk” de Sousa’s through-ball,
shot right at Zeng Cheng, Evergrande’s goalkeeper. Lu, though,
chested in a goal in one of the
corners created by his wasted
opportunity.
Evergrande equalized at the
30th minute with a header from
Paulinho, who made a slightly baffling return to the team after a successful spell at F.C. Barcelona.
With barely five minutes before
the interval, after a few penalty
controversies and goals denied
by offsides, Zhang Linpeng failed
to clear a cross and Cai Huikang
drilled home another goal.
SIPG would not celebrate for
long, as Evergrande tied the game
with Alan Carvalho dubiously
interfered with Yu Hanchao’s
inswing free-kick.
As the halftime approached,
the defending of set pieces and
crosses by both teams would almost crumble. Evergrande came
from behind and established its
first lead of the game with Paulinho’s close range shot after Yan
Junling, SIPG’s goalkeeper, saved
Feng Xiaoting’s header.
The lead, though, would be Evergrande’s only advantage on the
scoreline during the game.
Not even a minute after the
restart, Gao Lin laid off a visionary pass from the midfield by
Paulinho, and Anderson Talisca
tried to slot the ball to the corner, which was saved by Junling,
who had already made a few

impressive saves in the first half.
This seemed to be a changing
point of the game, as SIPG looked
a bit flustered about how to play
itself out of Evergrande’s blitz, but
Hulk, the SIPG talisman, calmly
turned away from two opposition
players and placed an accurate
pass behind the defensive line for
Wu Lei, scored on his first shot of
the game.
Cheng had two hands on the
ball, but could not prevent the
equalizer.
Evergrande, desperate to expand the lead, pushed the backline that was too high for the pace
of the back four.
Twenty minutes of back and
forth ensued before Zhang Chenglin registered an own goal after
a cross — the type of play that
Evergrande
threatened
SIPG
throughout the game — placed by
Oscar and connected by Wang
Shenchao.
The two unanswered goals allowed SIPG to sit back, invite and
absorb the pressure from Evergrande, thus creating more space
in the already vulnerable defense
of the Southern Tigers.
SIPG would get a penalty, after a collision between two compatriots — Hulk and Paulinho, to
further dampen the hope of Evergrande to win the game or the title.
Hulk did not disappoint and
blasted the ball past Cheng.
In the third minute of the additional time, Carvalho scored another penalty rewarded because of
a foul by the substituted He Guan,
but it was belatedly futile.
This game was eerily familiar to
the opening game of the season at
Tianhe, in which Evergrande, too,
conceded five goals to its rival from
the same city — Guangzhou R&F.
Before this season, Evergrande
had only conceded five goals in a
game once, away to Jiangsu Sun-

Men's soccer captures 2018 CUNYAC
Championship following win over CSI
CONTINUED ON PAGE 13
They immediately moved on to
the semifinal round, in which they
faced off against the Lehman College Lightning Bugs.
This matchup was scoreless
and very competitive into the 70th
minute when Alexey Arefev scored
off of a penalty kick. This broke
the tie, giving the Bearcats the 1-0
lead, and it was soon extended to
2-0 when Natari Mohammed assisted Shaiem Allah Morad on the
next goal.
In the championship match
against CSI, it was even more competitive than the last. It was the
matchup between the two top CUNYAC teams.
The scoring opened up in the
29th minute with a goal by Staten
Island’s Bryant Navarro off a deflection. Navarro then followed up
his first goal with another in the
58th minute, and it was looking
like the top-seed Dolphins had the
championship locked up.
However, Baruch’s Ricardo Llanos cut the lead in half with a goal
in the 64th minute with an assist by
Javier Crespo.
With just under five minutes remaining in the game, Llanos again
put the ball in the back of the net
with the assist coming from Mohammed. With a 2-2 tie, the game
went into overtime.
Neither team was able to score
in overtime, which forced the
game to be decided by penalty
kicks. Both teams traded makes on
their first three attempts, but CSI
followed with a miss. Mohammed
then came up clutch for his team
as he was able to give the Bearcats
a 4-3 lead. Freshman goalie Kellen Sela forced a miss on the next
penalty kick in order to clinch the
CUNYAC Championship for the

WWW.ATHLETICS.BARUCH.CUNY.EDU

This is the team's sixth CUNYAC tournament championship win in its history.
Bearcats. Llanos was named the
tournament MVP.
The Bearcats will now prepare
for their first-round matchup in
the NCAA DIII Men’s Soccer Tournament, where they will face off
against the Messiah College Falcons on Nov. 10.
Baruch’s swimming teams and

basketball teams will begin their
upcoming season very shortly.
Swimming will open against the
Adelphi University Panthers and
Queens College Knights. Basketball begins with the women facing
the Drew University Rangers and
the men facing the Kean University
Cougars.

WWW.COMMONS.WIKIMEDIA.ORG

Evergrande's struggles reared their ugly heads in the team's statement loss to SIPG.
ing in 2011. It had already doubled
that tally this season, both times at
home.
Evergrande lost two-legged ties
— in the Champions League and
the CFA Cup — to SIPG twice last
season, but won the league nevertheless. Nov. 3 was much more
significant: not only was it the second time SIPG bested Evergrande
in the league, but, barring any unusual slip-ups — a term that SIPG
was familiar to before this season,
the Red Eagles was finally confirmed as the one in the driver’s
seat to win the league.
“We made a lot of mistakes on
the field and a lot of them during the season, so on the table,
it is what it is,” Zheng Zhi, captain of Evergrande, assessed after
the game.
“We still need to analyze a lot of
weaknesses. Whether it is for the
remaining games [of the season]
or next season, the goal of this

team is always the championship.”
Although it had recruited
Talisca and Paulinho during the
summer, Evergrande apparently
needs more reinforcement in the
defense.
The attack did its job, but the
backline conceded goals that it
wasn’t just a year or two ago.
In Shanghai, Oriental Sports
Daily headlined “An Irresistible
Force” with Lei, Hulk and Oscar
pictured on the front page.
That echoed the change of
mentality from the same team that
lost to Urawa Red Diamonds in the
Champions League semi-final and
also to Shanghai Shenhua, a rival
to the same town, in the CFA Cup
final after beating Evergrande beforehand.
That the picture of 14 trophies
won by Evergrande emblazoned
at Tianhe Sports Center did not
frighten SIPG’s player is a real testament to the maturity of the team.
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SUDOKU SOLUTION:

ISSUE 8

GOOGLE: TECH TALK
6 p.m. - 8 p.m. | NVC 2-215 | Free
KESHER WEEKLY LEARNING
1:30 p.m. - 3 p.m. | NVC 2-125 | Free
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.| NVC 7-150| Free
ANNA IN THE TROPICS
7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. | Bernie West Theatre | $10 for students
MAILCHIMP WORKSHOP
12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. | NVC 3-210 | Free
DELTA SIGMA PI - DIVING INTO THE CREDIT RATINGS INDUSTRY
6 p.m. - 8 p.m. | NVC 3-215 | Free
HOW TO BE A CEO
12:40 p.m. - 2:40 p.m. | 10-160 | Free
ASEDOM POTLUCK
12:40 p.m. - 2:20 p.m.| 4-120 | Free
MENTORSHIP PROGRAM #2
4 p.m. - 6 p.m. | NVC 2-125 | Free
ASCEND LLP ALUMNI NIGHT
6 p.m.- 9 p.m. | NVC 3-120 | Free

weekend
weekend
CINDY HUANG | THE TICKER

*Off-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight
Save the Date

Internship Update

Cover Letter & Other Business Correspondence
Monday, November 12th, 12:30pm to 2:00pm,
NVC 2-190
Learn how to develop and design a professional,
marketable cover letter!

BerlinRosen

Baruch & Beyond Roundtable: Financial
Technology
Tuesday, November 13th, 8:30am to 10:30am,
NVC 14-250
Come to this workshop to find out more about
careers in the Financial Technology sector!
Mastering the Job Interview: Basic
Wednesday, Nov. 7, 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m., NVC
2-190
Learn the way to interview to increase your chances
of landing the job you want!

SCDC Tip of the Week
Check out the SCDC Tip of the Week from the
Starr Career Development Center
“Remember, effective networking involves leveraging
your existing network as well as building new contacts.
Spread the news about your career goals to your existing
network, and do not be afraid to get to know more people.
The more you expand your professional network, the more
opportunities become available to you.”
–Alena Grunberg, Assistant Director

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

Digital Engagement Intern
BerlinRosen Public Affairs,
a leading national public affairs
and political consulting firm, is
seeking a highly motivated digital enthusiast who is interested in
strengthening their social media,
digital strategy, writing, and project management skills at a fulltime position.
BerlinRosen's digital practice
was launched to become a onestop shop for their advocacy,
nonprofit, labor, philanthropy,
and real estate clients' online
organizing needs. They partner
traditional digital organizing
methods with new online tactics

to encourage targeted audiences
to take action. Their 2019 Spring
Internship Program will run from
January 2, 2019 to May 31, 2019.
BerlinRosen is looking for
particular qualities in perspective applicants for this internship
postion. Intern applicants should
possess strong professional writing skills (from blogs to tweets to
research memos for the production of public-facing materials),
ability to work in a team, diligent
work ethic, attention to detail, a
willingness to learn, the ability
to multi-task and balance competing priorities in a fast-paced,

startup-like work environment,
proficiency with social media,
digital savviness (a proclivity to
quickly pick up new digital tools
and skills), no small degree of
ingenuity, demonstrated interest
in news, the social good and the
digital space, and finally a sense
of humor would be most appreciated.
Starr Search ID: 120379

Pfizer
Media Relations & Digital Communications Internship
Pfizer’s Media Relations & Digital Communications team is currently seeking interns to enhance
and protect Pfizer’s reputation
through storytelling during the
summer – whether it’s through
traditional media outlets like The
Wall Street Journal & The New
York Times, digital publishers like
BuzzFeed or NowThis, or through
their digital & social channels
(Pfizer’s Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, YouTube and
Pfizer.com). Interns shall learn
the inner workings and aspects

of media relations & digital communications teams, to research
media publications, reporters/
journalists, and to stay on top of
new media trends. Interns will
also learn what goes into pitching a story reporters, having the
opportunity to sit in on meetings
and calls with some of the best
journalists in the world. Interns
will understand how social and
digital content is created within
Pfizer why social and digital media is one of the fastest growing
fields.

Pfizer is seeking interns who
are “Forward-thinking" and think
“out-of-the-box”, have knowledge
and understanding of the media landscape, including various
social media platforms, passionate about all things media, able
to work in a fast-paced environment, crave learning new skills
and can tackle big projects, have
strong writing skills. Any graphic
design or video editing experience is a plus.
Starr Search ID: 113080

